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The translation – this is the second revised
edition of a book that was originally pub-
lished in German – must have indeed been a
herculean task, due alone to the inherent
complexity of the subject. The translators (the
German author being a member of the team)
have been largely successful in transferring
the text into English. The occasional ‘‘Ger-
manisms’’, such as overly long sentences or
long phrases in parentheses, do not necessa-
rily detract from the flow of the text.
Although this book is published in English,
it demonstrates that it has originally been
published as a German textbook. The ‘‘Me-
taphysical foundations of science’’, which are
presented in the first chapter of the book,
confront the reader with the intellectual
groundwork on which the following sections
of this publication are based. Elementary
questions, such as ‘‘What is ‘really existing’?’’,
‘‘What is ‘information’?’’ or even ‘‘What is
‘truth’?’’, to name just three examples, are
addressed in (extensive) detail. According to
the author, scientific axioms are thought to be
based on everyday experiences to avoid
senseless assumptions. ‘‘Foundations of Phy-
logenetic Systematics’’ is a publication that
presents, discusses and evaluates methods and
underlying principles applied in the study of
phylogeny and systematics. The wealth of
information presented in this book can only
be fully appreciated by a concentrated reader.
After phylogentic systematics based on mo-
lecular studies are discussed, the author
addresses problems related with the construc-
tion and interpretation of phylogenetic

graphs. These are followed by a discussion
of the questions related with the recognition
of monophyly and with the analysis of
characters, which are the data used to infer
phylogenetic relationships. An impressive
chapter presents a diversity of methods und
their underlying principles in the reconstruc-
tion of phylogeny. After this phenomenolo-
gical approach, different types of models and
their effect on the reconstruction of phylo-
geny are treated. A separate chapter deals
with the sources of error that impedes correct
reconstructions and presents criteria for the
evaluation of the quality of data sets. In the
following chapters aspects helping to evalu-
ate the quality of phylogenetic reconstruc-
tions are approached: plausibility tests in the
comparison of topologies in phylogentic
trees, the importance of results of phylogentic
studies for other types of investigations and
the relationships between hierarchical levels
and taxonomy are discussed. In the final
chapter general laws of phylogentic systema-
tics are evaluated.
An extensive appendix (44pp.) introduces the
principles and the mathematical background
of models of sequence evolution, discusses the
search for parsimony, the shortest topology, as
well as different methods applied in recon-
structions. A page informing about available
computer programs and websites offering
software is given, followed by 14 pages with
references and an index of six pages. The wide
range and the remarkable amount of informa-
tion presented here makes this publication a
most welcome ‘‘handbook’’ for all those
interested in phylogenetic systematics.
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